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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2651-As a strong powerhouse, Captain Himmel 
had experienced many battles, both small and big. 

One could say that he was highly experienced when it came to combat. 

He determined that the last attack was the enemy’s last struggle. 

The enemy had run out of Soul Fracturing Arrows. 

Captain Himmel had been suppressing his rage this entire time, and he finally 
unleashed his anger. He was now about to make a killing out there. 

“The enemy has run out of Soul Fracturing Arrows. Stay here and protect 
Madam and Young Master. I’ll be heading out there to slaughter those 
bastards.” 

Captain Himmel immediately ran into the forest before the others could react. 

It was where most of the Soul Fracturing Arrows were shot from, and that 
meant it was where the enemy had hidden themselves. 

Not long after, screams could be coming from that side of the forest. 

With Captain Himmel’s capabilities, handling those enemies was as easy as 
chopping vegetables. 

All he needed to do was swing his blade and a blade force of several meters 
would be able to take the lives of dozens of their enemies. 

Just when it seemed like a landslide victory for them, a voice suddenly rang 
out from within the forest. 

“Mission failure! The target is under secret protection from an invincible 
powerhouse. Everyone, retreat!!!” 

It was clear that shooting several hundreds of Soul Fracturing Arrows at the 
same time did not garner any results, which led them to believe that a 
powerhouse was secretly protecting the target. 



Anyone who could stop the attack of hundreds of Soul Fracturing Arrows was 
someone whose power surpassed their imagination. 

A smile appeared on Captain Himmel’s face as he roared with laughter. 
“You’re retreating? I can’t let you go that easily. Men, the enemy have been 
cornered. Attack!!!” 

With that, he ran toward the direction of the voice. 

Anguish screams continued from within the forest. 

Not long after that, Captain Himmel returned with the remaining guards, all 
drenched in blood. 

They had annihilated many of the enemy in this fight. 

However, some had managed to escape. 

That was not to say that the team had not suffered any loss. 

They had lost one-third of the guards. 

These were people who were the cream of the crop. 

“Madam, Young Master, we’ve annihilated most of the enemy, but a portion of 
them managed to escape. Everyone has suffered major wounds in this battle 
and we’re worried this might be a trick by the enemy to lead us away from 
you, which is why we did not give chase.” Captain Himmel reported the 
situation respectfully toward the carriage that Leticia and Zion were 
occupying. 

“It’s been hard on all of you, Captain Himmel. Zion and I will never forget your 
sacrifice. We will make sure you are rightly compensated once we reach the 
Imperial Capital,” a voice spoke from the carriage. 

“You’re much too kind, Madam. This is our responsibility. It was our fault for 
not being able to protect Madam and Young Master well just now.” 

“Let bygones be bygones! There is no need to take it to heart, Captain 
Himmel. I’m well aware that you’ve done the best you can. Without all of your 
dedication during this journey, Zion and I would have died many times.” 



“Thank you for your forgiveness, Madam. May I inquire if we should continue 
our journey right now or take a rest to put things in order before leaving?” 
Captain Himmel asked. 

“Let’s take a rest first! Everyone is hurt and you would need some time to 
recuperate before we continue moving,” Leticia replied. 

“Yes, Madam!!!” 

The guards immediately began taking care of their wounds. 

Those who required medication took them, while those who required rest took 
their rest. 

Two hours later. 

Captain Himmel led the convoy to continue their journey. 

Their destination was the Imperial Capital. 

It was the capital of the Great Quinn Empire. 

Not long after they started their journey, Captain Himmel, at the front, noticed 
a figure blocking the way of the convoy. 

He took a closer look at the figure. 

The figure looked a little familiar. 

Was that the same guy who had blocked their path previously? 

He had even given that guy money to send him off. 

Why was he in front of the convoy again? 


